The OSU at Lima Writing Center
Presents

APA DOCUMENTATION
A GUIDE TO:
• IN-TEXT CITATIONS
• THE REFERENCE LIST

• FORMATTING THE ESSAY
• & MORE

APA – An Overview
 APA stands for American

Psychological Association.
 It is important to cite all

information taken from
any outside source
 It is important to identify

and acknowledge the
source from which the
information was taken.

APA – An Overview
 APA accomplishes source

attribution through the use
of:
In-Text Citations




Attributes sources in your
paper as you discuss them.

Citing The Full Work
In-Text Citation:
All participants were strongly righthanded, as determined by the
Laterality Assessment Inventory
(Sherman & Kulhavy, 1976).

A Reference List




A list of sources used in
your essay with more
complete information
about the sources.
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Part 1:
In-Text Citations

EXAMPLES AND
EXPLANATIONS
OF IN-TEXT CITATIONS

In-Text Citations
 In-Text Citations:
 Show readers from

where the information
was taken

 Direct the reader to the

Reference Page

 In general, professors prefer that

 Are placed as close to the

borrowed material as
possible

you paraphrase information
from an outside source more
often than using direct quotes.

In-Text Citation Example - Paraphrase
 In the introduction of

their study, Foeman
and Nance (1999)
state that African
Americans and White
People are at opposite
ends of the race
continuum (p. 541).

 If you attribute the

source(s) last name(s) in
your own words then you
do not need to put the
names in parenthesis.
 You still need the date
immediately after the
name(s).
 You still need the page
number(s) for a direct
quote.
 Punctuation comes after.

In-Text Citation Example – Direct Quote
 This theory “assumes that racial intermarriage patterns

reflect a generalized racial status hierarchy” (Fu, 2001, p.
148), with African Americans at the lower end and
Caucasians at the higher.
 The in-text citation begins with whatever comes first in

the source’s reference page entry. Typically, this is the
author’s last name. This is followed by a comma and the
year of publication.
 If the borrowed material is a direct quote (like the
example above) or you wish to cite some specific part of a
work (e.g. a page or a chapter), include a comma after the
date, the appropriate abbreviation (ed. p—pp. for multiple
pages—or chap.), and the page or chapter numbers.

In-Text Citation – Citing The Full Work
 Citing the Full Work:

 All participants were

strongly right-handed,
as determined by the
Laterality Assessment
Inventory (Sherman &
Kulhavy, 1976).

 This citation makes a

reference to the whole
work. You need only the
author and date, no page
numbers.
 Because there are two
authors, separate the
names by the ampersand
(&) symbol, not the word
“and”
 The punctuation follows
the entry after the closing
parenthesis.

In-Text Citation – Citing The Full Work with
Author(s) named in the Text
 Citing The Full Work

with Author(s) named
in the Text:

 The first passage,

“Chemical Pesticides,”
was a 155-word
expository passage
developed by Howell
(1980) and based on
the work of Meyer and
Freedle (1979).

 Here the references are

to full works, but the
authors are mentioned
in the text.
 Only the date is
necessary
 When there are two
authors and both are
mentioned in the essay
itself, you do not use
the ampersand symbol.

In-Text Citation – Citing the Full Work with More than One Entry
in the Citation; Works with More than One Author:

 Also, other promising

individual-difference
constructs, such as
extraversion (H. J. Eysenck,
1967; M. W. Eysenck, 1976,
1977) and field dependency
(Witkin, Dyk, Faterson,
Goodenough, & Karp,
1962), should be compared
with the analytic-holistic
dimension in terms of
success in predicting
differential recall.

 Here, there are two

citations—in the first:
 Three works are cited in
the entry.
 Works are separated
by semi-colons.
 The two authors have
the same last name—
initials are included.
 Two works by M. W.
Eysenck are referenced;
the dates for both are
given, in order,
separated by a comma.

In-Text Citation – Citing the Full Work with More than One Entry
in the Citation; Works with More than One Author (Cont.):

 Also, other promising

individual-difference
constructs, such as
extraversion (H. J. Eysenck,
1967; M. W. Eysenck, 1976,
1977) and field dependency
(Witkin, Dyk, Faterson,
Goodenough, & Karp,
1962), should be compared
with the analytic-holistic
dimension in terms of
success in predicting
differential recall.

 In the second citation:
 Here there is more

than one author.
 All authors’ last names
are given, separated by
commas, in the first
reference only (for
up to six authors)
 In following references
of six or more authors,
give the first author’s
name followed by “et
al.”

In-Text Citation – The Block Quote

|½ inch|

 Block quotes are for quotes of 40 words or more.
 Here, the author’s name is given in the essay text, so the date follows the

author; However, the page number follows the quote itself (and, because
this is a block quote, comes after the punctuation). If the author’s name
had not been in your essay text, the author, date, and page
number would be in the citation at the end of the quote and after
the punctuation.
 The block quote should be indented ½ inch.
 A colon should proceed the entry as shown, and the quote should not be
put in quotations.

In-Text Citations – Further Reference
 For further reference on

in-text citations, see the
most recent edition of the
APA Handbook.
 Also, you may visit the
writing center to meet
with a tutor
 Or take advantage of
some of our other helpful
online resources through
the Writing Center
website at:
http://www.lima.ohio-state.edu/academics/writing/

Part 2:
The Reference List

EXAMPLES AND
EXPLANATIONS
OF THE REFERENCE LIST

Reference List
 The reference list

contains more detailed
information for all of the
sources used in the essay.


It lists sources cited in the
essay itself, and it lists
every source cited in the
essay.

 It is found at the end of

the essay on a separate
page.
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Reference List
 Word “References” is found

1 tab
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at the top of the page in
plain text, centered.
 Each entry begins even with
the left margin and every
additional line indented one
tab.
 Entries are entered
alphabetically by first
item—typically author’s last
name. If there is no author,
or if there are two works by
the same author,
alphabetize by title.
 All entries should be double
spaced.

Article with pages numbered continuously

doi:10.1844/2091.37.6.123
 This is for any article from a journal, including those found on the library databases.
 The name of the author – Last name, first and/or middle initial followed by a

period


If no author: alphabetically order entries by the first significant word

 The year of publication in parenthesis followed by a period
 The title of the article in plain text, with only the first word and proper nouns

capitalized followed by a period
 Title of journal in italics with every significant word capitalized followed by a
comma
 Volume number also in italics followed by a comma and the inclusive page
numbers followed by a period


In newspaper articles, the abbreviations p. or pp. would precede the page numbers.

 If available, the DOI (digital object identifier) provides persistent identification

on digital networks to direct readers to content with the format – “doi:xxxx”


typically found on first page of electronic journal article or landing page of article

Article with pages not numbered continuously
doi:10.1844/2091.37.6.123
 Name of the author – Last name, first and/or middle initial







followed by a period.
Year of publication in parenthesis followed by a period
Title of the article in plain text, with only the first word and
proper nouns capitalized followed by a period
Title of journal in italics with every significant word capitalized
followed by a comma
Volume number also in italics
THE ISSUE NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS followed by a
comma


Note: There is no space between the volume and issue number AND the issue is
not italicized.

 The inclusive page numbers followed by a period
 If available, the DOI (digital object identifier) should be included as

“doi:xxxx”

Articles with more than one author

doi:10.1844/2091.37.6.123
 Remember: All author’s names are inverted
 (last name first, then initials)
 Connected by the “&” Symbol
 Give all authors for up to six authors
 For seven or more, give the first six names and use “et al.” after (in
plain text)
 Each authors name (for more than 2) will be separated by a comma.

When the DOI is not listed…
 If no DOI is listed, include the URL followed by

“Retrieved from”
 *NOTE* the URL is not followed by a period
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A Book (no DOI listed)

 Remember to use the information from the title page and copyright

page and not the cover.

 Author’s name
 Year of publication in parenthesis
 Title of the book in italics with only the first word and proper

nouns capitalized followed by a period

 (if there is any edition, report, or volume number, this follows the title in

parenthesis)

 The place of publication (city and the postal abbreviation for the

state) followed by a colon

 There are some cities that are well-known places of publication; for

these, only the city name is required—a list of these places can be found
in the APA Handbook

 Publishing company followed by a period

Online Journal (no DOI listed)
Author’s Last Name(s)
Date of publication in parenthesis (year, month, day)
Title of article in plain text with only first word and proper nouns capitalized
Title of journal in italics with all significant words capitalized
Volume number in italics, issue number in parenthesis
 (no space between it and volume number—only include if pages not continuously
numbered in the volume)
 Inclusive page numbers for article (if any)
 Word “Retrieved” followed by the month, day, and year of your access to the
material
 The word “from” followed by the source’s web address with no punctuation at the
end.






This citation
format
works for
online
periodicals
as well.

Internet Sources (no DOI listed)

 Electronic Sources: There are so many

possibilities on the internet that we can’t
show all possible entries for internet
sources.
 We recommend students use the
APA handbook for specifics about
citing internet sources.

Reference List – Further Reference
 For further reference on

the Reference Page, see
the most recent edition of
the APA Handbook.
 Also, you may visit the
writing center to meet
with a tutor
 Or take advantage of
some of our other helpful
online resources through
the Writing Center
website at:
http://www.lima.ohio-state.edu/academics/writing/

Part 3:
APA Paper Format
EXPLANATION OF
APA PAPER FORMAT

APA Paper Format
 Most essays should be typed,

double-spaced with 1"
margins on all sides. You
should use 12 pt. Times New
Roman font or something
similar (serif typeface).
 Include a page header in the
upper right-hand corner of
every page.


When creating a page header,
use 2-3 words of the title of the
paper. Type 5 spaces and then
give the page number.

 Follow the professors

guidelines in the event that
the format conflicts.
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Information taken from:
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APA Paper Format – Title Page
 You should already

have a page header.
 In the upper half of the
title page, type double
spaced centered on
separate lines:
your full title (no more
than 12 words)
 running head
 author byline
 university
 author note


Information taken from:
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/
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Part 4:
The APA Abstract and
Annotated Bibliography
EXAMPLES AND
EXPLANATIONS
OF AN APA ABSTRACT AND AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The APA Abstract (Format and Explanation)
 Begin a new page.
 Your abstract page should
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already include the page
header.
 On the first line of the
abstract page, center the word
“Abstract” (otherwise
unformatted, no bold, italics,
underlining, or quotation
marks).
 Beginning with the next line,
write a concise summary of
the key points of your
research. (Do not indent.)
 The abstract should be one
paragraph, double-spaced of
less than 250 words.
Information taken from:
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/

The APA Abstract - Example

Image taken from:
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What is an Annotated Bibliography?
 An annotated bibliography

is a list of citations to
books, articles, and
documents.
 Each citation is followed by
a brief (usually about 150
words) descriptive and
evaluative paragraph, the
annotation.
 The purpose of the
annotation is to inform the
reader of the relevance,
accuracy, and quality of the
sources cited.
Information taken from:
http://www.library.cornell.edu/olinuris/ref/research/skill28.htm

 Abstracts are purely

descriptive summaries.
 Annotations are
descriptive and critical;
they expose:




the author's point of view
clarity and appropriateness
of expression
authority

APA Annotated Bibliography: Format / Example

 Formatting of the Annotated Bibliography will vary from

professor to professor.
 The general format is to cite the source first followed by
the annotation.
 The annotation is usually indented.
Image taken from:
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For More Information:
 For further reference on

APA Documentation, see
the most recent edition of
the APA Handbook.
 Also, you may visit the
writing center to meet
with a tutor
 Or take advantage of
some of our other helpful
online resources through
the Writing Center
website at:
http://www.lima.ohio-state.edu/academics/writing/

APA Presentation Credits
 The OSU Lima Writing Center thanks Jered Slusher and Leslie

Gudorf for creating this PowerPoint Presentation.
 Last updated: January 20, 2015 in accordance to the 6th edition

Visit us online at:
http://www.lima.ohio-state.edu/
academics/writing/





All information contained within was taken from the APA Handbook or Writing Center materials that were adapted from the handbook.
All images used are copyright of their owners.
For educational use only.

